Abstract-Extreme-scale transmissions exhibit schedules dependent upon the equipment used to generate data, availability of the collaborators who will investigate and analyze the data, and the availability of storage and supercomputing resources, which must be dedicated to distribution, backup, computation, and visualization of data. Given such a wide array of dependencies, these applications, which are often scientific in nature, offer the luxury of in-advance reservation of network resources prior to the demand uptimes. Advance reservation (AR) allows for efficient scheduling around or in cooperation with competing reservations from other applications. This work focuses on static inputs to two classifications of AR demands: with and without slidingwindow flexibility. We further introduce the ability for a demand to be assigned to more than one dedicated wavelength at different points throughout its lifetime depending on availability. This λ-switching functionality is incorporated at time-slot granularity, which limits the overhead associated with reconfiguring wavelength resources at runtime and enhances opportunities for scheduling efficiency. A novel λ-switching integer linear program is presented to evaluate this enhancement under varying degrees of temporal flexibility. Detailed and novel proofs are provided, which demonstrate that AR scheduling with and without λ-switching is in the complexity class NP-complete. Conservative heuristics are presented to harness the benefits of λ-switching while lowering the trade-off from transceiver reconfiguration overhead. Lower bounds also are developed as a baseline comparison for these heuristics, and we evaluate these solutions through extensive simulation. We also introduce the notion of considering timeslotted, wavelength-routed networks from the perspective of a finer resource granularity represented by the intersection of the temporal and spectral resource domains.
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I. INTRODUCTION
M odern exponential scientific advancement is the product of large-scale collaboration among multiple experimentation sites, analytics laboratories, data storage depots, and the communication infrastructure connecting these entities. Emerging scientific applications, such as those conducted at the Large Hadron Collider and the Square Kilometre Array, are generating useful data on the scale of petabytes and even exabytes. Often, these data sets are too massive to analyze locally; thus they need to be transferred, processed, and stored at remote cooperative sites. The only economical technology currently available to support these requirements is optical wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) networks, which have been deployed in the network core. Such data volume and dependence on distributed collaboration has also led to the dramatically essential requirement to not only use high bandwidth networks, but also to efficiently utilize the available resources therein. This work focuses on harnessing flexible resource allocation across multiple resource domains to more efficiently and successfully provision core networks for these extreme-scale applications.
Specifically, we consider provisioning lightpaths given static sets of traffic demands, which, as traditionally defined, consist of the combination of a route through the network as well as a dedicated wavelength on which to transmit the optical signal. Each lightpath also has an arrival time, departure time, and duration, which may or may not overlap with competing demands. We explore advance reservation (AR) lightpath demands, which request resources in advance of service uptime [1] . Networks employing AR services, in contrast to on-demand immediate reservation (IR) services, enjoy the efficiency offered through predictable scheduling and resource allocation among a set of competing or temporally conflicting lightpath demands [2] . If the resources and demands are both understood in advance, optimizing a schedule based on how the network provider wants to utilize available resources becomes a powerful opportunity. Figure 1 depicts the relationship between network resources: lightpath solutions require networks to provision resources in the temporal, spatial, and spectral domains.
AR proves its mettle in scenarios wherein large-scale transfers may be scheduled in a predictable manner. For example, collaborative scientific applications rarely occur without significant planning of start and end times, durations, and how to configure equipment to obtain, transport, analyze, and evaluate information resulting from experiments of that scale. One component of this planning involves how and when to configure the network to best service the requirements of the application at hand. Large businesses and laboratories alike exhibit the necessity to regularly backup or replicate files, directories, critical data, customer records, and the like at one or more remote storage facilities, server depots, or cloud repositories. These operations are often considered background tasks, secondary in importance to regular business missions, and are most likely automated, noninteractive, and nonimmediate in nature.
The potential of AR scheduling extends beyond the scope of simply distributing network resources efficiently. As an example, consider recent attempts to go green through harnessing the availability of renewable energy sources to reduce the carbon footprint of industries that incorporate networking components. One of the most promising opportunities is solar power, and AR becomes the obvious choice for performing power-hungry transmissions because the availability of solar energy is highly predictable; sunrise and sunset times are predictable hundreds of years into the future.
AR may be subclassified into two primary demand types determined by the criteria of their scheduling parameters: specified-time, specified-duration (STSD) and unspecifiedtime, specified-duration (UTSD). Most commonly considered in the literature, STSD requests specify the exact time at which a reservation both begins and ends; thus the reservation duration may be implicitly regarded without being explicitly stated. Although the ability to have advance knowledge of the network is beneficial to a network scheduler, the inability to reschedule lightpaths throughout the time domain limits opportunity for flexibly provisioning resources. The more flexible UTSD reservations specify the duration explicitly, but the start and completion times of the reservation are flexibly determined based on network state and competition. This lack of a hard initialization time is freeing in that the transfer may now be completed at any point during a reservation window, allowing the network scheduler to allocate resources whenever they become available rather than oversubscribing heavily trafficked wavelengths at an additional cost. As such, UTSD sessions inherently benefit from temporal flexibility, and the final reservation period may slide earlier or later within the offered scheduling window, as prescribed by application or network needs [3] . Figure 2 provides a qualitative illustration of the scheduling opportunities within the temporal resource domain available to IR, STSD AR, and UTSD AR services.
The problem of satisfying a given set of STSD AR demands, which involves assigning spatial and spectral resources to lightpaths within the specified time constraints of each request is known as scheduled lightpath establishment (SLE). 1 The related problem of satisfying UTSD demands is sliding scheduled lightpath establishment (SSLE). SSLE is a generalized variant of SLE, which is, in turn, a generalized variant of the traditional IR routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem [4] .
The intention of this work is neither to defend nor to challenge the notion that greater temporal flexibility for AR demands, such as that offered by UTSD over STSD, aids in improving network resource consumption because this area has been widely investigated already [5] . For example, previous studies in [6] have determined that temporal independence or low temporal correlation among competing requests may have a dramatic effect on wavelength utilization. As this effect increases, with a larger UTSD window size relative to the actual reservation duration, the impact of efficient wavelength assignment may be diminished by comparison. Nor is it our objective to identify, evaluate, or optimize new or existing protocols by which to harness such flexibility. Rather, we consider varying degrees of temporal flexibility in the context of introducing additional allocation opportunity from the synergistic resource domains. Specifically, this work focuses on the flexibility of SLE and SSLE solutions to modify established lightpaths between available wavelengths throughout demand lifetime to determine what impact such a procedure might have on improving resource consumption and reuse. This proposed spectral flexibility, which may only be intermittently applied at predefined intervals and cannot be performed on an intra-route basis, is called time-slotted wavelength-switching, or simply λ-switching (illustrated in Fig. 3 ). Our investigation aims to determine under what configurations of given temporal flexibility this added spectral flexibility may be either useful or superfluous. We therefore consider two novel scheduling problems: scheduled lightpath establishment with λ-switching (SLE-λ), which can be considered to be a generalized variant of SLE, and sliding scheduled lightpath establishment with λ-switching (SSLE-λ), which is a generalized variant of SSLE. A Venn diagram depicting the relationships between the discussed scheduling problems is shown in Fig. 4 . In the literature, this problem is also often referred to as provisioning scheduled lightpath demands (SLDs).
We specify the scope and granularity of network resources considered throughout this work in Section II; then we provide formal definitions of SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, and SSLE-λ as well as the format of input traffic parameters to these scheduling approaches in Section III. We then present a survey of related scheduling works in Section IV. Section V provides novel proof that these four AR scheduling problems belong to the complexity class NP-complete. A novel λ-switching ILP is formulated in Section VI. Suboptimal heuristics are discussed in Section VII. The issue of scalable evaluation of heuristics is addressed in Section VIII via development of lower bounds on resource consumption and utilization performance. All of our solutions are quantitatively evaluated and compared in Section IX, and we offer concluding remarks as well as discussions of scope expansion for future research in Section X.
II. NETWORK RESOURCE ASSUMPTIONS
This section details assumptions concerning the structure and capabilities of the optical network as well as the reservation scheduler.
A. Discrete Time-Slots
Due to the complexities of investigating scheduling of AR reservations, we discretize the time domain of our problem into work units called time-slots. These time-slots are of a uniform and fixed duration, and each time-slot represents the minimum unit of time for which an operation that alters the state of the network may last. Furthermore, any such unit of work that alters the state of the network must occur at the beginning of a time-slot and must finish at the end of a (possibly later) time-slot. Contemporary reservation schedulers have been deployed, such as ESnet's OSCARS software package, which offers time-slot granularity of 1 minute [7] .
Consider the set of requests given in Table I , whereby the time-slot span is exactly 15 minutes long. Reservations may only begin and end in 15 minute intervals. Although STSD demands R 1 and R 3 are pairwise independent in the time domain, R 2 , which is UTSD given that its duration is smaller than its start-end window, may move about in time. Should R 2 be scheduled earlier, from 10:30 AM to 11:29 AM, it would conflict with R 1 , and the two requests will be in competition for available network resources during their period of overlap. Similarly, if R 2 is delayed until the period from 12:30 PM to 1:29 PM, it will be in contention with R 3 . Scheduling R 2 between 11:30 AM and 12:29 PM, however, enables all three reservations to reuse the same network resources without conflict. Note that, in this work, we consider continuous reservations, and thus time-slots must be assigned contiguously for any given STSD or UTSD demand.
B. Slotted λ-Switching
The nodes in WDM networks employ tunable transceivers responsible for carrying and detecting the optical signals, which comprise a data transmission, and thus a lightpath. Given the phenomena of constructive and destructive interference, the available spectrum capacity is discretized into fixed, noninterfering wavelength channels for supporting simultaneous transmission of multiple signals over the same span of fiber. This work focuses on the employment of temporal and spectral flexibility in establishing lightpath schedules, so it follows logically that the granularity at which resources are observed and reserved should be representative of the overlap between these two domains. Because the time domain is divided into independent time-slots and the spectrum domain is broken into discrete wavelength channels, the set of available resources on each fiber link may be represented as a matrix of the intersection between these resources, which we call wavelength-slots. A wavelength-slot represents the smallest unit of resource reservation available in the network at a specified moment in time. Thus if two lightpaths overlap in time, they will incur additional wavelength-slot costs if and only if they overlap in space (physical path) as well.
2 Wavelength-slot granularity is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Fig . 3 . λ-switching supports mutable lightpath establishment on more than one wavelength throughout an AR demand's lifetime; however, the physical route must be static and wavelength continuity respected. Given this model, SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, and SSLE-λ may each be approached through the assignment of a nonoverlapping set of wavelength-slots to each demand.
Given the AR nature of these provisioning problems, all switch configuration requirements and scheduling parameters are known in advance of the need to establish lightpaths. Time-slots must be assigned contiguously; however, wavelengths do not necessarily need to follow suit. Any overhead resulting from wavelength reconfiguration may be mitigated by employing guard times between time-slots or considering longer slot durations [8] , so it makes for a reasonable assumption that λ-switching overhead may be effectively buffered into the beginning or end of a time-slot to enable the scheduling of nonuniform wavelength-slot resources. Furthermore, switching overhead is on the order of subseconds while lightpath demands typically last for minutes, hours, or days. The investigation of appropriate time-slot buffering is beyond the scope of this work; however, we operate under the valid assumption that more than one wavelength may be assigned per session. We do indeed account for such overhead by quantifying the number of switches between wavelengths that occur throughout a demand's lifetime.
Under the time-slotted network architecture, this λ-switching spectral flexibility may only be appropriated at the granularity of a time-slot. Note that λ-switching is different than multihop routing via intermediate wavelength converters in the network. 3 Single-hop routing is used exclusively herein, and the wavelength continuity constraint (WCC) is enforced at each individual time-slot such that a lightpath must occupy the same wavelength across all physical links it traverses in the physical topology for the entirety of a given time-slot. 4 The potential advantages of λ-switching are exhibited in Fig. 6 , wherein a given STSD demand must be provisioned between time-slots t 3 and t 5 . When λ-switching is prohibited [ Fig. 6(a) ], the scheduler must assign a segment of contiguous time-slots for which a single wavelength is available. Given the availability of wavelength-slots at the time of the request's arrival, the only such wavelength that can be assigned is λ 3 , which has not yet been consumed. Figure 6 (b) shows how supporting slotted λ-switching can enable the demand to be switched between λ 1 and λ 2 exclusively. In this example, λ-switching reduces the overall wavelength consumption within the network, thus lowering overall transponder cost.
UTSD demands also can benefit from the inclusion of λ-switching. Consider Fig. 7 , in which a given UTSD demand must be provisioned in the time window ranging from t 1 to t 5 for exactly three time-slots. The traditional non-switching approach [ Fig. 7(a) ] can only provision the demand starting at t 3 , whereas λ-switching [ Fig. 7(b) ] enables the reservation to finish at t 3 . In this scenario, λ-switching lowers the completion time for the incoming reservation. Furthermore, without λ-switching, this UTSD request is unable to shift within its time window; only through the additional introduction of flexibility in the spectral domain is the reservation able to exhibit its intended temporal flexibility. The trade-off in this example is represented in the form of greater spectral resource consumption and switching overhead.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
Here, we formally define SLE-λ and SSLE-λ including their inputs and modifications to the problem definitions for the non-switching variants of these problems. Fig. 7 . UTSD wavelength-slot allocation: (a) non-switching SSLE (request finishes at t 5 ) versus (b) λ-switching SSLE-λ (request finishes at t 3 ). 2 The work throughout the remainder of this paper assumes restrictive provisioning of spatial resources; all routes are single precomputed, fixed shortest (hop) path solutions covering all time-slots of a request's lifetime. 3 Networks with full wavelength conversion capabilities allow for efficient resource consumption but are often not economic at scale; therefore we consider nonconvertible networks only. 4 Vokkarane has previously investigated λ-switching under dynamic traffic patterns as a subproblem of the work conducted in [9] .
Problem Definition: SLE-λ Given: fG; R; W; Tg: G V; E with V network nodes and E network edges, i.e., fiber links. R is a static set of AR requests, wherein each r ∈ R may be defined as r s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r ; x r , such that s r ∈ V is the source node, d r ∈ V − fs r g is the destination node, α r ≥ t now is the start time (time-slot) of the reservation, ω r ≥ α r is the completion time (time-slot) of the resource reservation, the duration is exactly equal to the interval of time from α r to ω r , and x r represents the upper limit on the number of wavelengths that can be assigned throughout the reservation lifetime. W is the set of available wavelengths on each edge. T is the set of time-slots.
Solution Assumptions: A wavelength-slot resource is shared between two reservations if and only if those reservations do not overlap physically on topology G. A single wavelength-slot may be consumed on a network edge by exactly one lightpath at any given time-slot. Lightpath solutions must adhere to the WCC at each time-slot and may not occupy more than one wavelength during any given slot. Solutions must adhere to the principles of time continuity, such that no temporal segmentation is allowed for any single reservation. The same physical route must be traversed at each time-slot of a request's scheduled duration; however, the assigned wavelength may be switched between time-slots.
Non-switching Variant (SLE):
The same lightpath (physical route and wavelength) must be assigned at each time-slot of a request's scheduled duration. The set of input requests R is modified such that each r ∈ R may be defined as r s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r , where the number of wavelengths assigned to the solution is implicitly set to 1.
Problem Definition: SSLE-λ
Given: fG; R; W; Tg: G V; E with V network nodes and E network edges, i.e., fiber links. R is a static set of AR requests, wherein each r ∈ R may be defined as r s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r ; τ r ; x r , such that s r ∈ V is the source node, d r ∈ V − fs r g is the destination node, α r ≥ t now is the earliest start time (time-slot) of the reservation, ω r ≥ α r is the latest completion time (time-slot) of the resource reservation, the duration τ r ≤ ω r − α r 1, and x r represents the upper limit on the number of wavelengths that can be assigned throughout the reservation lifetime. W is the set of available wavelengths on each edge. T is the set of time-slots.
Solution Assumptions: A wavelength-slot resource is shared between two reservations if and only if those reservations do not overlap physically on topology G. A single wavelength-slot may be consumed on a network edge by exactly one lightpath at any given time-slot. Lightpath solutions must adhere to the WCC at each time-slot and may not occupy more than one wavelength during any given slot. Solutions must adhere to the principles of time continuity, such that no temporal segmentation is allowed for any single reservation. Wavelengths must be reserved for a minimum span of one time-slot and a maximum span of τ r time-slots. The same physical route must be traversed at each time-slot of a request's scheduled duration; however, the assigned wavelength may be switched between time-slots.
Non-switching Variant (SSLE):
The same lightpath (physical route and wavelength) must be assigned at each time-slot of a request's scheduled duration. The set of input requests R is modified such that each r ∈ R may be defined as r s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r ; τ r , where the number of wavelengths assigned to the solution is implicitly set to 1.
IV. RELATED WORKS
In [2] , the authors have presented a branch and bound algorithm and a tabu-search-based approach to solve the STSD SLE problem in WDM networks. The same paper also introduces the concept and formulation of describing the temporal correlation between demands, which is useful for determining to what degree physical and spectral resources may be reused throughout provisioning. We consider a version of time correlation as both a description of input traffic as well as a dependent metric to determine how UTSD reservations may benefit from temporal flexibility later in Section IX. Lower bounds and heuristic algorithms were investigated in [10] for static STSD input. In [11, 12] the authors develop optimized ILPs to identify working solutions for dedicated and shared protection schemes for SLDs in wavelength-convertible networks. The available wavelength-conversion leads to multihop routing solutions. The same survivable multihop SLE problem is considered from the heuristic perspective in [13, 14] . Dynamic STSD provisioning also has been investigated as a two-stage approach wherein resources are guaranteed at the time of demand arrival, but the specific set of resources to be allocated is delayed or re-optimized based on competing reservations [15, 16] . A recent study has investigated optimizing transponder reuse under STSD frameworks to minimize capital expenditures for the network [17] . The work in [18] identifies time-disjoint lightpath requests and provisions them in groups in an effort to maximize wavelength reuse.
The UTSD framework is proposed in [3] . The authors use auxiliary interval graphs to minimize temporal session conflicts prior to performing RWA and demonstrate that reducing temporal overlap dramatically improves resource utilization. Repeatable demands are considered in the scope of SSLE in [6] for applications that may require lightpaths on a predictable periodic basis on a single-link network. Here, flexibility is considered exactly once per schedule; i.e., if a demand has a sliding-window of 3 hours and the schedule determines that an early start is most beneficial, then every following session will occur at this earlier time rather than considering updated traffic congestion and network statistics for each session. The work in [19] investigates sliding-window lightpath demands using a mixed partition coloring model, which identifies simultaneously time and spatial conflicts to minimize wavelength resource consumption. Reference [20] further dissects the sliding-window into a preferred window and a larger satisfactory window to balance provisioning delay and greenness of the network. The authors attempt to utilize renewable energy resources exclusively during the preferred window and only employ nonrenewable sources once the preferred window has expired. The first and only UTSD scheduling ILPs are developed in [5] . These formulations consider survivable network solutions in case of link or path element failure; however, the models also are simplified to consider straightforward SSLE. Variations on these ILPs are presented by the same authors in their later work [21] , as special cases of a noncontinuous sliding scheduling framework in which demands may be segmented and scheduled at subrequest granularity. Turnaround time for these demands is increased; however, additional flexibility in scheduling is made possible. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work in the area of time-slotted SSLE employing discretized λ-switching during demand allocation for UTSD traffic.
The SSLE problem is similar to dynamic routing, wavelength, and time-slot assignment (RWTA) introduced in [22, 23] . Here demands are assumed to have subwavelength bandwidth requirements, and a dynamic time-division multiplexing (TDM) architecture is introduced wherein sessions declare their bandwidth requirements in units of time-slots. The objective of these works is to approximate IP network behavior without facing the challenges of alloptical packet switching by assigning the entire wavelength granularity to each demand in a cyclic, time-sharing manner. Both works attempt to maximize throughput of the request set. Reference [22] decomposes the RWTA problem into the routing subproblem, wavelength assignment subproblem, and time-slot assignment subproblem and solves each of them independently, while practical node architectures for supporting the desired TDM functionality on wavelength-routed networks are detailed extensively in [23] . The authors of [8] consider the static version of the RWTA problem specifically for metro-area networks (MANs). Both contiguous (single-wavelength per reservation across all slots) and noncontiguous (multirate sessions consuming multiple wavelengths) are considered, and the problem is analytically proven to be NP-complete, although no experimentation or simulation results are offered. Reference [24] considers a heterogeneous network consisting of both TDM-capable and incapable switches and proposes a generalized slotted network model in this regard. None of these time-slotted RWTA works consider scheduled AR sessions, however.
For a comprehensive and detailed survey of early and ongoing AR works in optical networks in consideration of both STSD and UTSD traffic sets, we refer the reader to [25] .
V. NP-COMPLETE PROOF
The four problems presented earlier in this paper and formally defined in Section II may be thought of as generalized or iterative variants on the traditional routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem, which is one of the fundamental cornerstones of optical network design and planning. RWA differs from SLE and SSLE in that the network state is static, i.e., there is no concept of time, and the set of input lightpath demands consist of all immediate reservations. RWA is widely known to be in the complexity class NP-complete for wavelength-routed networks [26] , meaning that it is unlikely that any efficient solution algorithm, which operates in polynomial runtime for any generalized set of inputs, will ever be developed. Previous works have noted that the SLE problem is likely to be NP-hard because it is a generalized form of RWA; however, no rigorous proofs have been provided.
In this section, we will describe the complexity of SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, and SSLE-λ and sufficiently prove that all of these problems are indeed in the complexity class NPcomplete and therefore at least as difficult to solve computationally as any other nondeterministic NP-complete problem. The procedure for such a proof has been well accepted since the 1960s [27] and may be described by Eq. (1) for any problem A:
We will approach the proof by demonstrating that both conditions (a) and (b) in Eq. (1) are met by SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, and SSLE-λ for any input on any topology. Given the similarities between these distinct problems, all proofs will be conducted in parallel and combined where possible.
A. Decision Problems
Only decision problems may be classified as NPcomplete, so we now present the four problems in question as distinct decision problems with a binary solution. We refer the reader to Section II for detailed explanations of variables used here.
Decision Problem-SLE: Can a set of identical lightpaths be established for each r ∈ R such that a lightpath is established for a continuous sequence of time-slots between time-slot α r and time-slot ω r , inclusive?
Decision Problem-SSLE: Can a set of identical lightpaths be established for each r ∈ R such that a lightpath is established for a continuous sequence of time-slots within r's sliding reservation window and matching its duration interval?
Decision Problem-SLE-λ: Can a set of lightpaths, all traversing the same physical route, be established for each r ∈ R such that a lightpath is established for a continuous sequence of time-slots between time-slot α r and time-slot ω r , inclusive?
Decision Problem-SSLE-λ: Can a set of lightpaths, all traversing the same physical route, be established for each r ∈ R such that a lightpath is established for a continuous sequence of time-slots within r's sliding reservation window and matching its duration interval?
B. Proof of Complexity NP
First, we must prove that our problems belong to the class NP. NP includes those problems that may be solved nondeterministically in polynomial time. Stated simply, a nondeterministic problem is one for which the solution on a given input may not always be determined prior to executing the solution algorithm. Even an inefficient or randomselection algorithm may, however, be able to find a correct solution on a given input in polynomial time. A fitting analogy to everyday life would be a guess, which may or may not be educated in nature, but may nonetheless quickly come to a correct solution with a bit of luck. Therefore, in order to determine that a problem is in the set NP, one must simply be able to test any given solution for correctness in polynomial time.
We will first consider the most general problem, SSLE-λ, and then refine its proof for application to the remaining problems.
THEOREM: SSLE-λ ∈ NP.
PROOF: Consider the problem at hand, whereby a connection demand must be satisfied along a single path by one wavelength at each time-slot of its selected duration. Different wavelengths may be used at different time-slots; however, the WCC and clash constraints still apply at any time. It can be easily verified for a demand r with duration length τ r that enough wavelength-slots have been established to support the reservation. For UTSD reservations, the runtime complexity of this operation may be expressed as Oω r − α r . For the sake of simplifying the following expressions, we will use OT because T will always be greater than or equal to r's sliding reservation window. Similarly, it is simple to verify that, along the selected physical route, the same wavelength has been consumed throughout, thus validating the WCC. This can be tested in OV because the longest possible route through the network would traverse all nodes, and loops are disallowed. At each time-slot, the wavelength-clash constraint can be tested by traversing all wavelengths and determining if two or more are in use by the same r. This procedure is no more complex than OWT. The WCC and clash constraint may both be tested in parallel at each time-slot for a combined complexity of OTV WT. Thus, for a set of R requests, the entire runtime complexity for determining correctness of solutions would exhibit a runtime complexity of ORTV WT. R, V, W, and T are all assigned integer values for any input; thus a solution may be tested in polynomial time. This satisfies the condition of the proof. ▪ THEOREM: SSLE ∈ NP.
PROOF:
The proof provided for SSLE-λ may be altered to apply to this more restrictive problem. The same solution tests must be conducted in polynomial time; however, SSLE requires the additional caveat that the same wavelength must be used at every time-slot of a request r's duration. This operation requires an additional complexity of OT, which can be considered in parallel with the confirmation that the duration has been fulfilled. Thus, the worst-case runtime complexity for verifying a solution for SSLE is equal to its λ-switching counterpart: ORTV WT, which is polynomial. ▪ THEOREM: SLE-λ ∈ NP.
The proof provided for SSLE-λ may be altered to apply to this more restrictive problem. The only difference is that for STSD reservations, the worst-case runtime omplexities that were represented by Oω r − α r may instead be represented by Oτ r . Therefore, for a set of R requests, the entire runtime complexity for determining correctness of a solution would exhibit a runtime complexity of ORτ r V Wτ r . Like the other variables, τ r is an integer, and the complexity is polynomial. ▪ THEOREM: SLE ∈ NP.
PROOF: The proof provided for SLE-λ may be altered to apply to this more restrictive problem. The verification that only a single wavelength is used across all time-slots may be verified in an additional and parallel Oτ r for the same worst-case complexity of ORτ r V Wτ r , which is polynomial. ▪
Through the above proofs, we conclude
∴ SSLE ∈ NP.
∴ SLE-λ ∈ NP.
∴ SSLE-λ ∈ NP.
C. Proof of Complexity NP-Hard
We now introduce a set of functions that operate on an IR RWA request in constant time in order to transform it into equivalent STSD and UTSD for each of the AR problems in question. For example, RWA may be considered as a special case of SLE in which a static set of traffic demands are fed into the system such that lightpath requests in the set overlap completely and immediately upon arrival. As such, solutions to RWA do not consider the temporal domain. This is identical to an SLE request that begins and ends within the same single time-slot (of arbitrary duration) because all demands will overlap completely. We may therefore apply Eq. (2) to represent any IR demand r RWA as a generalized and explicitly defined STSD demand r SLE . Note that, in order to include both the start and end time-slots into the request duration, we use the value ω r − α r 1.
Similarly, SSLE is a general form of SLE in which the duration is less than or equal to the reservation window. We may use Eq. (3) to represent any STSD demand r SLE as a generalized UTSD demand r SSLE . SLE is a special case of SLE-λ in which only one wavelength may be assigned throughout a reservation's duration. Equation (4) describes this mapping. Last, Eq. (5) is used to transform an SSLE demand into an SSLE-λ demand by restricting the general form to use exactly one wavelength throughout the duration. Therefore, any AR demand with implicit parameters may be explicitly defined in a more generalized format. The same is true of an IR demand. Any RWA input may be expressed as any type of AR request conforming to the input definitions of our scheduling problems. Equations (6), (7) , and (8) describe direct transformation from RWA to SSLE, SLE-λ, and SSLE-λ, respectively. We incorporate these transformation functions into the following proof:
r SLE s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r → r SSLE s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r ; ω r − α r 1.
r RWA s r ; d r → r SSLE−λ s r ; d r ; t 0 ; t 0 ; 1; 1:
THEOREM: {SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, SSLE-λ} ∈ NP-Hard.
PROOF:
We will now prove that the known NP-hard RWA problem reduces to SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, and SSLE-λ in polynomial time. This sufficiently proves that the four AR problems under consideration also must be in the complexity class NP-hard. We will complete the following steps in order to accomplish this goal: (1) construct an algorithm to reduce RWA to the AR problem using AR subroutine calls; (2) show that this algorithm is able to run in polynomial time excluding the calls to the AR subroutines; (3) show that, given correct output from the AR subroutine, the input into the RWA algorithm produces a valid result; (4) show that, given input that produces a valid solution to the RWA problem, the output from the AR subroutine also is correct.
Set of available wavelengths W, Set of time-slots T, Set of lightpath requests: R, such that every r ∈ R is defined as: r s; d. Output: Set of lightpaths satisfying R.
return Algorithm AR G; W; T; R 0
1. In order to prove an AR problem is NP-hard by reduction, we assume that an algorithm exists to solve the AR problem. We will generalize this algorithm as Algorithm AR ; however, the reader should note that this is merely an umbrella algorithm that represents four individual and unique algorithms for each SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, and SSLE-λ that we employ to group all four problems into a single proof. Given this assumption, we are able to construct Algorithm RWA described by Algorithm 1, which reduces RWA to the AR problem.
The RWA problem is a specific case of these AR problems, as described above. Lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm RWA depict how any lightpath request in the set R RWA can be mapped to an equivalent but more generally expressed request in R AR . Given the static nature of the RWA input, each request can be identically considered as an AR request with a duration specific time-slot interval. A time-slot may be considered an atomic unit of time because requests must begin at the start of a given time-slot and finish at the end of a time-slot with a time-slot granularity for duration. Line 5 modifies the set of time-slots passed into Algorithm AR to consist of a single time-slot t 0 , which enforces complete and immediate temporal overlap of all demands in the new set of requests R 0 . Line 6 of the algorithm returns the result of Algorithm AR , thus marrying the inputs and outputs of both algorithms. 2. The transformation operation on Line 3 is trivial and can be done in constant time for each demand. Therefore, the runtime complexity of Algorithm RWA (excluding the call to the Algorithm AR subroutine) is dependent on the request input set: OR. 3. Given the return statement on Line 6, the output from Algorithm AR is identical to the output of Algorithm RWA .
Assume that the input to Algorithm RWA produces an invalid result. This means that Algorithm AR must also be invalid. However, given that the output to the AR subroutine is valid, our assumption produces a contradiction. Therefore, we may conclude that the assumption must be wrong and that, given correct output from the AR subroutine, the input into the RWA algorithm produces a valid result. 4. Similarly, assume that Algorithm AR produces invalid output given valid input to Algorithm RWA . Because the output of Algorithm AR is identical to the output from Algorithm RWA , then the output from RWA must also be invalid. However, given that the input to Algorithm RWA results in a valid solution, our assumption produces a contradiction. Therefore, our assumption must be wrong, and we can conclude that AR produces valid output given valid input to RWA.
Completing steps 1 through 4 above satisfies the conditions of the proof that RWA reduces to the AR problem. ▪ Through the above proof, we conclude ∴ SLE ∈ NP-hard.
∴ SSLE ∈ NP-hard.
∴ SLE-λ ∈ NP-hard.
∴ SSLE-λ ∈ NP-hard.
D. Proof of Complexity NP-Complete
As discussed in the opening paragraphs of this section, a problem proves to be in the complexity class NP-complete if and only if it also can be proven to belong to both classes NP and NP-hard.
THEOREM:
{SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, SSLE-λ} ∈ NP-complete.
PROOF: {SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, SSLE-λ} ∈ NP (refer to Subsection V.B). {SLE, SSLE, SLE-λ, SSLE-λ} ∈ NP-hard (refer to Subsection V.C). ▪ Through the above proof, we conclude ∴ SLE ∈ NP-complete.
∴ SSLE ∈ NP-complete.
∴ SLE-λ ∈ NP-complete.
∴ SSLE-λ ∈ NP-complete.
VI. AR ILP FORMULATIONS
We now present a novel ILP to solve the SLE-λ and SSLE-λ problems with the objective of minimizing the number of wavelengths used throughout the network, thereby minimizing the equipment cost in terms of optical transponders and receivers required at each node. We assume no initial limit on the number of wavelengths supported by the network. In Subsection VI.C, we introduce a set of additional variables and constraints to the ILP with the complementary objective of not only maximizing wavelength reuse but also maximizing wavelength-slot reuse. Given that these problems have been proven to belong to the complexity class NP-complete in the previous section, optimized solutions obtained via this ILP are able to consider only small input sets and will therefore serve as baselines for comparison with the suboptimal heuristics that we introduce in the following section. 5 
A. ILP: SSLE-λ
Given the following input parameters:
The set of nodes in the physical network topology. Nodes i, j, k ∈ V. W: The set of wavelengths available on each fiber link. Wavelength λ ∈ W. T: The set of time-slots covering the request schedule. Time-slot t ∈ T. R: The set of AR requests.
Request r ∈ R s r ; d r ; α r ; ω r ; τ r ; x r : s r : Source node of request r. s r ∈ V. d r : Destination node of request r. d r ≠ s r ∈ V. α r : Earliest starting time-slot of request r. 
Constraints (9) and (10) limit a request to a single wavelength per time-slot. Constraint (11) states that a lightpath may only be established on link i; j if there is a physical 5 These ILP formulations do not adhere to the fixed, nonadaptive routing constraints heretofore assumed. Such a constraint would necessitate the introduction of some path computation heuristic and thus lead to suboptimal solutions obtained via the ILP. connection on which it can be supported. Constraint (12) prevents any path-switching between time-slots. Constraint (13) is a variation on the standard flowconstraint for WDM circuits; the variable L rt on the right-hand side of the equation limits physical flows to be established exclusively at time-slots when lightpaths are established. Constraint (14) defines demands as UTSD and ensures that they are completely provisioned at any time between the start and end of the slidingwindow. This constraint is enforced by the input traffic but has been included here for the sake of completeness. Constraint (15) states that the set of provisioned wavelength-slots must satisfy the entire duration of the request. Furthermore, lightpaths are established only at time-slots within the requested duration. Constraint (16) states that two lightpaths may occupy the same physical resource if and only if they are time-independent. Constraint (17) defines W Max in terms of provisioned wavelength-slots:
Constraints (18) and (19) define the variable S rt in terms of existing lightpath variables and identify a new provisioning window as any time-slot during which the state of a lightpath changes from off to on. Constraint (20) forces the number of windows for each request to be equal to 1, thereby ensuring complete time continuity.
B. ILP: SLE-λ
This ILP may be simply modified to provide an analytical model for the SLE-λ problem. Constraint (21) replaces the input format Constraint (14) and defines reservations as STSD demands:
C. Maximizing Wavelength-Slot Reuse
The proposed SSLE-λ ILP will minimize wavelength consumption. Consider, however, the example described by Fig. 8, wherein wavelength consumption across the network cannot be improved. R 2 and R 3 overlap in both time and space, as depicted in Fig. 8(a) ; thus two wavelengths will be needed to satisfy both connections during their temporal conflict. Figure 8(b) shows how wavelength-slots might be assigned to each request. In the absence of switching, R 2 must occupy the same wavelength throughout its lifetime, whereas it is free to switch at time-slot t 4 if λ-switching is employed (we schedule R 2 from t 2 -t 5 in order to maximize the potential for wavelength reuse during t 4 and t 5 ). Figure 8 (c) shows the distribution of consumed wavelength-slots for R. A slot is marked as consumed if any of the requests employ it regardless of physical route. λ 1 and λ 2 are, respectively, occupied during 5 and 2 timeslots under SSLE-λ, whereas they are each occupied for 4 time-slots with non-switching [refer again to Fig. 8(b) ]. In this case, the non-switching SSLE consumes 8 of the 10 available slots (80% consumption), while SSLE-λ more efficiently consumes only 7 slots (70% consumption). We have thus enhanced the ILP to consider the finer granularity of wavelength-slot consumption as a metric as well as the objective for minimization. The extended ILP calls for the following new variables:
The number of requests that consume wavelength-slot (λ, t). S Max : The maximum number of available wavelengthslots on the network; T slots are available per wavelength. S Used : The number of wavelength-slots consumed by R.
New Objective: minimize:
Constraints (22)- (24) define S Used in terms of consumed wavelength-slots across all requests. Constraint (25) defines S Max in terms of W Max . By minimizing the sum of S Max and S Used , the new objective continues to enforce the original wavelength minimization objective. The ratio of S Used :S Max can now be computed off-line to obtain the degree of wavelength-slot reuse.
VII. CONSERVATIVE λ-SWITCHING HEURISTICS
Given their exponential runtime complexity, the ILPs presented in the previous section are impractical at scale for large networks and traffic sets. We therefore present simple λ-switching heuristics to examine the impact of spectral flexibility on the performance of scalable SLE and SSLE. Unfettered switching capability will lead to better void filling of unused wavelength-slots but will yield a higher wavelength-per-reservation cost. This cost, in turn, leads to a greater number of transponders necessary to support a single demand, each of which requires some cost to activate. In cases where demands are short, this excessive usage of transponders may not increase the total number of wavelengths on the network (because we assume all fibers support the same optical resource set) but will increase the number of wavelengths consumed on each link. Furthermore, each λ-switch incurs some lightpath establishment overhead. We have thus developed economical heuristics, which place upper limits upon the number of wavelengths per demand. As shown in Section IX, this limit successfully increases wavelength affinity and reduces switching overhead per demand.
For each request, Bipartite λ-switching (Bi-λ) will identify a pair of wavelengths such that, between their shared available capacity, they can entirely support the reservation. At least one of these wavelengths must be consumed at each time-slot during the reservation lifetime; the upper limit on the number of wavelengths per requests is therefore two. Potential pairs are ordered using a first-fit approach based on wavelength indexing, and we have introduced a caveat that prevents a pair, consisting of one completely unavailable and one completely available wavelength, which would reduce the solution to a non-switching approach. Alternatively, the Tripartite λ-switching (Tri-λ) heuristic behaves in the same manner but identifies a trio of candidate wavelengths. These economical and spectrally flexible heuristics are evaluated against two baseline approaches: First-Fit non-switching (FF) and Void Filling using unrestricted λ-switching (VF). VF is similar to FF but permits completely unrestricted λ-switching. Figure 9 illustrates the difference in behavior between the described heuristics for an identical UTSD demand. These heuristics are extensively evaluated in Section IX for a variety of network and traffic configurations to determine how the impact of λ-switching affects resource utilization in the presence of varying degrees of temporal flexibility.
VIII. HEURISTIC LOWER BOUNDS
In this section, we define tight lower bounds, which describe the best-case wavelength-slot consumption of any heuristic on the network. Because the ILP formulations presented in Section VI do not scale for large inputs, these bounds may be used as a baseline by which to evaluate the performance of the heuristics described in Section VII. 6 The wavelength-slot utilization (U slots ) of a set of requests (R) may be described in terms of the wavelengthslots consumed (C slots ) and the total number of slots available for reservation on the network (A slots ) as follows: Consumed ( 1 ) Consumed ( 2 ) Fig . 9 . Heuristic behavior for a scenario with four wavelengths and five time-slots: α r t 1 , ω r t 5 , τ r 5.
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These bounds apply to STSD traffic and UTSD traffic only after independent temporal-shifting heuristics have been applied to determine when in a request's window its scheduling will take place.
Given Eqs. (26) and (27), we first describe network-wide wavelength consumption as a bound on heuristics and then use those bounds to define the bounds for wavelength-slot utilization. We employ the following variable definitions:
O t : Number of temporally overlapping requests at time-slot t. L ijt : Number of requests traversing link i; j at timeslot t.
Wavelength Consumption Bounds: The number of wavelengths consumed network-wide for a set of scheduled lightpath requests is related to how many reservations occupy the same space at any given time. A lower bound for wavelength consumption may be defined as the number of (physically and temporally) overlapping lightpaths at the time-slot during which these overlaps are most apparent.
Because the scope of this work focuses on static traffic inputs and fixed shortest-path routing, we can simply express the lower bound for wavelength consumption in terms of link traversal, taking into account both the time and space domains:
Wavelength-Slot Consumption Bounds: For every request, the number of wavelength-slots consumed is at least equal to the number of time-slots during which the lightpath is active, or the duration of request r, τ r . Therefore, we may define a lower bound for slot consumption for a set of requests as the number of lightpaths active at every time-slot t:
This is, however, a very loose bound. To tighten it, we also need to consider the degree of spatiotemporal request overlap at each time-slot. This tighter bound can be expressed as the number of slots in use multiplied by the number of overlapping lightpaths at each time-slot:
Wavelength-Slot Utilization Bounds: We can now combine the bounds for wavelength consumption and wavelength-slot consumption according to Eqs. (26) and (27) to identify bounds on wavelength-slot consumption:
IX. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The objective of this work is to evaluate the costs and benefits of employing slotted λ-switching to static traffic sets that inherently operate within a given degree of temporal flexibility limited only by their application-specific input parameters. As such, the increase or decrease of time-domain resource flexibility is considered to be a preconfigured characteristic in our evaluation scenarios. In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the SLE-λ/SSLE-λ ILP proposed in Section VI and present extensive simulation results, which are used to analyze heuristic performance across numerous network and traffic configurations.
We employ a correlation factor (CF), a measure of interrequest temporal correlation, to generate the α r , ω r , and τ r values for each demand. If requests in the traffic set do not overlap heavily in the time domain, the set will exhibit a low CF, meaning there is low competition for network resources (when CF 0, all requests are completely timeindependent from all others). Likewise, a high CF indicates that requests do overlap significantly (when CF 1, every request overlaps with all others to some degree). The CF may be calculated using Eq. (32), where R is the size of the traffic set, and O r is the number of requests that overlap in time with request r [28] . Given the sliding-window capabilities of UTSD demands, the initial offered CF may not be representative of the true correlation once all demands have been scheduled. Three configurations of demands are considered such that the primary independent variable is the size of the sliding-window relative to the length of the request duration. We consider window size:duration ratios (WinRate), of 1 (STSD), 1.5, and 2.
Traffic is generated in two steps: first, STSD demands are created according to the offered CF (we consider values covering the range of f0.1; 0.2; …; 0.9g), with the source and destination nodes, s r and d r , uniformly distributed throughout the network. All routes (with the exception of ILP solutions) are fixed, precomputed shortest paths, which remain immutable throughout the reservation window, regardless of whether or not λ-switching is supported. All reservations are satisfied over the course of 60 timeslots. The maximum τ r is exactly half the available number of time-slots; this distribution is intended to prevent a single request from monopolizing any given wavelength. Second, UTSD requests are placed within windows such that the STSD configurations are as close to centered in the windows as possible. If an STSD demand is generated at the beginning or end of the available set of time-slots, one side of the window may be larger than the other so that the WinRate ratios are consistent across all requests. Figure 10 offers an example of this procedure. We assume sufficient transponders and receivers in the network to support all connection demands. All data points given in the section represent average values across 30 unique seeds.
A. ILP Analysis
The network under consideration for the SSLE-λ ILP traffic is the same six-node topology shown in Fig. 8(a) . In consideration of the exponential computation times for the ILPs, we have generated small request sets of size R f5; 10g. 7 The ILP was solved for the objective presented in Subsection VI.C using the Gurobi optimization software package, and we compare it with a non-switching SSLE baseline, as first described in [5] , which we have enhanced to consider wavelength-slot granularity.
From Table II , 8 it is clear that irrespective of window size, λ-switching has no effect whatsoever on wavelength consumption for these small input sets (refer to the first column labeled Δ). This is the expected result; consider that if two requests overlap, then two wavelengths will be required to support both reservations. Whether or not requests toggle back and forth between wavelengths at runtime has no effect on the net consumption. These findings further support our approach of considering resource consumption in time-slotted networks at wavelength-slot granularity. Slot consumption paints a different picture: when WinRate 1, low correlations produce a 0%-1% reduction in SLE-λ slot consumption when compared with non-switching SLE. Medium to high correlations yield a 3%-5% reduction. As the value of WinRate increases, these savings are lowered: medium loads see 0%-1% slot reduction and high correlations result in 1%-4% improvement for WinRate 1.5. No savings are observed for SSLE-λ for any degree of correlation when the window size is twice as long as the durations. As the window size grows, the number of wavelengths needed to support the set shrinks; therefore λ-switching becomes less important, which can be observed in the corresponding columns of Table II . In general, λ-switching does become less useful as more temporal flexibility is introduced; however, for reasonable window sizes, even for such a small set of UTSD traffic, it does noticeably improve resource utilization.
B. Heuristic Evaluation
In the absence of optimal scheduling, heuristics must be used not only for λ-switching and RWA but also for sorting the demand set as well as determining how and when to shift demands within their sliding-windows. The order in which sessions are scheduled may bias the results. We have therefore considered three traffic sorting approaches: Earliest Start-slot First (ESF), Shortest Duration First (SDF), and Longest Duration First (LDF). 9 All combinations of these heuristics have been simulated on two networks: the 14-node NSFnet topology shown in Fig. 11(a) and the 24-node USnet topology shown in Fig. 11(b) . Request sets are of sizes R f1000; 2500; 5000g, and, as in Subsection IX.A, we show only the largest among these consistent results (R 5000) to observe heuristic performance at scale.
The proposed SLE-λ heuristics are evaluated against SLE in Tables III and IV for the NSFnet and USnet topologies, respectively. These values can correspond to WinRate 1. We first draw the reader's attention to the evaluation of wavelength consumption throughout the Simulations reveal nearly identical performance and certainly consistent trends among all three sorting algorithms. We therefore exclusively present evaluations of SDF.
network. The NSFnet topology leads to 13%-19% improvement of VF performance over FF at low correlations, and 1%-5% improvement at high CFs. These savings are quite similar on the larger network topology. Low loads exhibit VF to FF improvement of 0.5%-4.5% across all CFs. The economical heuristics do not reach this level of improvement; however, there are noticeable savings. Bi-λ achieves 7%-11% improvement over FF, and Tri-λ achieves 10%-16% improvement at low to medium correlations on NSFnet. On USnet, Bi-λ and Tri-λ improvement is consistent with these findings. We remind the reader, however, that reducing resource consumption at wavelength granularity is not the objective of this paper.
Savings at wavelength-slot granularity also can be observed in these tables (values are normalized against the wavelength consumption of the worst-performing FF heuristic for fair comparison): VF achieves a tremendous 28%-41% improvement over FF on NSFnet. On the larger USnet, this savings is roughly the same, and in the range of 30%-40%. Tri-λ performs decently as well and leads to 7%-15% improvement on both topologies. Bi-λ does not quite approach the performance of Tri-λ; however, resource utilization is still approximately 10% more efficient than FF on both topologies.
The trade-off to the slot consumption performance is the average number of λ-switches incurred by each request. The reader should recall that greater switching ultimately leads to higher overhead at each time-slot for successful scheduling. The FF heuristic does not allow any switching, but the VF heuristic sees more switching as the offered CF increases. This overhead is enormous on NSFnet, thus helping to champion the more conservative approaches of Bi-λ and Tri-λ. The cost of VF is lessened on the larger network, but not significantly.
Tables V and VI offer evaluations of comparable metrics for the baseline SSLE and SSLE-λ heuristics on the same network topologies. Our analysis of λ-switching performance is independent from an investigation on harnessing temporal flexibility, but we acknowledge that the manner in which UTSD demands are scheduled within their windows may have an impact on the working CF. We therefore consider three sliding policies that are employed independently from wavelength assignment and switching. Namely, we slide each demand in its window to start at the earliest slot (SES), end at the latest slot (ELS), or minimize the working CF (MCF). Request r will be scheduled starting at α r in SES, and ending at ω r in ELS. MCF greedily schedules connections based on previously allocated demands and will slide r to whenever it will yield the minimal current working CF. Note that minimizing the working CF in such a greedy manner does not indicate that it will be minimized across the entire set. The first metric shown in Tables V and VI is a mapping of offered CF to working CF for these three scheduling policies for various WinRate ratios. The SES and ELS procedures do little in the way of differentiating between the offered and working CF for either window size, and, in fact, ELS ultimately raises the CF as WinRate increases. MCF, on the other hand, successfully lowers the working CF by 7%-13% at medium to high offered CFs when WinRate 1.5 and 9%-30% when WinRate 2. With this temporal advantage, one can expect to see the largest variation in performance across WinRate sizes for MCF.
Tables V further compares the performances of the nonswitching FF heuristic and the unrestricted λ-switching VF heuristic for values of WinRate f1.5; 2g under the three different temporal scheduling policies. These values can be compared with those offered in Table III , which correspond to WinRate 1. We first draw the reader's attention to the evaluation of wavelength consumption throughout the network and can conclude that, in all scenarios, the VF heuristic outperforms FF across the span of considered CFs. For the SES sliding heuristic, we have determined that the improvement of VF over FF is as high as 16% for medium to high offered CFs when WinRate 1.5 and as high as 12.5% when WinRate 2. By comparison, these values are 17.5% and 15% for ELS and 15% and 12.5% for MCF. These can be compared with the improvement when WinRate 1, which is as high as 19%. In general, the potential for improvement decreases as the slidingwindow grows. Note that, as the sliding-window grows, the SES and ELS approaches result in higher working CFs; as a result, demand sets with larger WinRate values consume more wavelengths across the networks than the inflexible STSD demands. This is untrue for MCF, which dramatically reduces wavelength consumption for UTSD; however, a WinRate value of 1.5 outperforms 2 for both FF and VF. The larger USnet topology is witness to very similar savings, as observed in Table VI. Slot consumption values are normalized against the wavelength consumption of FF at WinRate 1 for fair comparison, in both tables. In all scenarios, the consumption of slots is lowered as WinRate grows, and this increase in utilization is best observed at medium to high offered CFs. Interestingly, the VF heuristic does not see any noticeable improvement as the size of the window grows, nor is any improvement gained by changing the scheduling policy. Of importance, though, is that in all scenarios VF far outperforms FF. When WinRate 1, this improvement on NSFnet is between 28.5%-41%, whereas that improvement shrinks slightly to between 27%-36% and 26%-29% when WinRate 1.5 and 2, respectively. Similar trends are observed on USnet. The λ-switching overhead given in these tables is consistent with those when WinRate 1, as previously described. This overhead is significant on both topologies for any window size. From these results, one can conclude that λ-switching is a powerful flexibility tool and allows for great savings in terms of wavelength-slot reuse and wavelength utilization, but unrestricted switching comes with the cost of high overhead on smaller networks. 
C. Lower Bound Comparison
Lower bounds for heuristic performance are developed in Section VIII. Figure 14 shows how these bounds compare with our heuristics for scaled traffic inputs on NSFnet. 10 For clarity, we omit all except the VF heuristic and once again consider the MCF scheduling policy for UTSD requests. In all cases, VF matches the bound. This indicates that unrestricted λ-switching with the objective of provisioning network resources using void filling is the most efficient approach for wavelength consumption and wavelength-slot consumption. Figure 15 shows the performance of the VF heuristic, the ILP solution, and the lower bounds for the small six-node network considered in Subsection IX.A. Once again, VF matches the bound almost perfectly; however, the ILP solution exhibits a significant performance increase over the heuristic. The ILP performs better than the bound should We have omitted plots of consistent USnet performance due to space constraints. seemingly allow. Recall that we have employed heuristics to sort the AR traffic: {ESF, SDF, LDF} and to shift the demands in time: {SES, ELS, MCF}. The lower bound is affected by each of these assumptions; however, we do not believe this would account for such a large departure from optimality. The authors posit that this performance difference is due primarily to the single fixed-path routing conditions assumed throughout this paper. Recall that the ILP, by contrast, employed adaptive routing techniques to identify optimal wavelength-slot provisioning. This work has focused exclusively on introducing scheduling flexibility in the temporal and spectral resource domains. Future work will attempt to close this gap through the additional incorporation of flexibility in the spatial domain.
X. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have considered STSD and UTSD AR traffic demand sets with varying opportunity for flexible lightpath scheduling in the temporal resource domain. The opportunity to use λ-switching in time-slotted networks is presented, and two temporospectral flexible scheduling problems (SLE-λ and SSLE-λ) are introduced. Through detailed proof, these problems, along with their non-switching counterparts, are shown to belong to the complexity class NP-complete. All of these problems are evaluated through novel ILP formulations, which are processed for small networks and traffic sets. Two simple, yet economical λ-switching heuristics (Bi-λ and Tri-λ) are developed and compared with lower performance bounds as well as two naive baseline protocols. Findings of extensive performance analysis indicate that λ-switching offers enormous potential for resource utilization efficiency when the network is considered at wavelength-slot granularity, as opposed to traditional investigations aimed at minimizing wavelength consumption exclusively. Furthermore, as the degree of temporal correlation decreases due to a larger scheduling window, UTSD demands benefit less from λ-switching yet always outperform non-switching alternatives. The proposed heuristics reduce resource consumption without introducing switching overhead from reconfiguring lightpaths that would be present in unrestricted λ-switching networks. The presented performance bound does not meet the optimal solutions garnered from the ILP, which the authors suspect may be attributed to a restrictive immutable routing scheme. Future works will focus on minimizing the performance gap between ILP and heuristic solutions through inclusion of SLE and SSLE variants with adaptive routing and the previously unexplored capability to alter routing solutions at time-slot granularity for a given demand. New heuristics may be designed specifically to enhance wavelength affinity in an effort to simultaneously maximize wavelength-slot utilization and minimize switching overhead, which this current work has shown to be competing objectives. We plan to expound upon this overhead and investigate its actual impact on network reconfiguration delay as well as to examine the practicality of buffering the delay into the transition between time-slots. Furthermore, the spectral granularity may be made nonuniform across time-slots, and this work could be investigated and applied to elastic optical networks with variable bandwidth allocation capabilities. Specifically, spectrum switching might be considered during routing and spectrum assignment in order to potentially mitigate inefficiencies introduced through spectral fragmentation. 
